Please select from the below list the most
Please select from the below list the most appropriate answer - If you selected other, please
appropriate answer - person
specify below
Do you have any comments you wish to make regarding the consultation? - Please provide below
I am a parent of a child who attends a
Havering Infant or Primary School
I agree with the proposal to add staff children.
I am concerned about the proposed reduction in the Rainham Village school PAN to go from 90 to 60. My
child is due to start in September 2022, we live in Rainham. There is an enormous amount of new builds
coming within Rainham and to reduce a local school from 90 to 60 could potentially push parents further
away from their local schools. This could also have an impact on Parsonage Primary which is our local
Other
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I do not have children in a Havering school
but I do live in Havering
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I am a parent of a child who attends a
Havering Infant or Primary School

I would like to see an effort made to improve under performing schools instead of expanding those doing
well (eg Branfil) which results in huge volumes of kids from outside the area coming in which is detrimental
for the ability for people to walk or cycle to school resulting in more traffic and pollution to local area

We need to reduce or move the 1st and 2nd criteria for entry placements, sibling should be number one ,
parents cannot go to different school for collecting and drop off , parents have work commitments, and it
would be bad for the environment, bad for sibling, bad for teachers , bad for families in general. Siblings
number one on entry criteria then the others behind . It’s just common sense
We need to reduce or move the 1st and 2nd criteria for entry placements, sibling should be number one ,
parents cannot go to different school for collecting and drop off , parents have work commitments, and it
would be bad for the environment, bad for sibling, bad for teachers , bad for families in general. Siblings
number one on entry criteria then the others behind . It’s just common sense

With the the proposal of Rainham Village and Newton’s primary school, based close to the new builds that
are taking place along the A1306 at present, (New road Rainham and Beam Reach) reducing by a class size
the need for child placements will be greater than they are now, so reducing these schools by a class size
would be futile, and put greater pressure on the other schools? Haven’t a lot of schools in Havering in the
last few years increased in capacity for the influx of extra children the constant building in Havering has
produced? While the building work continues why reduce the capacity in schools? especially ones close to
the current building schemes.
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